
TheDesignandImplementationofHMM-basedDaiSpeehSynthesisJian Yang, Zhan Wang, Xin YangYunnan UniversityAbstratBy far there are more than 1.2 millionDai ompatriots using Dai language in Yun-nan provine, researhing Dai speeh synthesishas great signi�ane in advaning the informa-tionization of Dai.This paper researhes the im-plementation of Dai speeh synthesis by takingthe HMM speeh synthesis framework and S-TRAIGHT synthesizer into aount.In this paper, olletion and seletion of Daitext orpus, reording of speeh orpus, textnormalization, segmentation, Romanization andthe implementation of aousti?model trainingare desribed.IntrodutionDai is a monosyllable, tonal language, thereare 91 vowels in Dai, its 42 onsonants are di-vided into high and low two groups, and it has9 tones. The harateristi of its syllables isC+V+C or C+V, and only -p£¬-t£¬-k£¬-?£¬-m£¬-n an be the tail onsonantIn this paper, the design and implementationof the Dai speeh synthesis is based on the ba-si framework of HMM speeh synthesis. Figure1 shows the basi blok diagram of Dai speehsynthesis.

Corpus database building1.Colletion and Seletion of Text CorpusThis paper used Teleport Ultra to downloadand organize the data from the Xishuangbannanews website and built a 60MB Dai text or-pus database. As for the olleted orpus, wetake the maximum of the syllable overage asthe Seletion riteria and write a program to se-let pronuniation orpus,we �nally onstruteda 6.0MB pronuniation orpus; its full syllableoverage rate is 94.2%, whih an over most ofthe legal syllables. When the on�dene value is98%, the similarity of text orpus and pronun-iation orpus is 0.4.2.Reording of speeh orpusWith the use of digital reording, we �nallyobtain a text orpus database of 1204 sentenesand a pronuniation orpus database of 28.2h,statement number:0001 1204,using CD formatto store the original voie we obtain 6 CDs.

Text Analysis and ProessingThe �ow hart of text analysis is shown in �gure 1:
Figure 1: �gure 1:Text analysis proess (left);�gure 2:The proess of normalization (right)1.Text NormalizationIn general, the proess of normalization is divided into four steps: reognize non-standard words,judge ambiguity, eliminate ambiguity, and transform non-standard words into standard word. The�ow hart is shown in �gure 2:2.Words SegmentationMMSEG is a Chinese word segmentation method based on ditionary,in order to use MMSEG tosegment Dai sentene, we propose a mapping between Dai and Chinese, then segment Chinese textby using the tool of MMSEG, lastly mapping the Chinese to Dai language.3.RomanizationIn the Dai ditionary, many Dai voabularies are ome from Chinese voabularies, these kinds ofwords are alled Chinese Loanwords. The pronuniation of Chinese loanwords, some are in aordanewith Chinese pronuniation, so we need to inrease some Chinese phoneme in the Romanizationsheme.Aousti Model TrainingBefore training,we use ontext triphone models to desribe the ontext dependent models, anddesribe the ontext attribute through pronuniation information and prosodi hierarhy information.In this projet, we take vowels and onsonants as the model unit, use SP to model the silenesetion. The frame shift of extrating training speeh data is 5ms, the �nal spetrum and fundamentalfrequeny feature not only ontains the stati parameters, but also ontains one order and two orderdi�erene parameters. As for spetrum and fundamental frequeny harateristis, we use 5-stateleft-to-right HMMs, and Gauss distribution is used to represent the length of the phoneme. In thetraining proess of the ontext dependent statistial model, we use the deision tree to solve theproblem of sparse data.The training proess of the whole aousti model is shown in Figure:

Experimental results and analysisAn example for original and synthesized speeh spetrum of a sentenes within the training setis shown in Figure4, 5.
Figure 2: �gure 4:Original spetrum (left);�gure 5:Syntheti spetrum (right)We an see, the resonane peaks of the two sentenes are basially the same, but the prosodiinformation and fundamental frequeny information are not onsistent.This paper researhes the implementation of Dai speeh synthesis by taking the HMM speehsynthesis framework and STRAIGHT synthesizer into aount. We fous on the proess of thewhole speeh synthesis framework, mainly inluding: orpus building, text analysis and aoustimodel training, then under the Cygwin platform do HMM training and synthesis by using HTSsynthesis tools.After manual evaluation, the Intelligibility degree of synthesized speeh an reah to100%, but the natural degree of synthesized speeh needs to be improved. Our future word will bemodify and adjust the text annotation �le, make the label text more aurate, and in order toprodue a higher quality voie, we will proess the boundary noise of wave �le.


